JPP employs a two-generation whole-family approach that focuses equally and intentionally on services and opportunities for both parents and children, using the five key areas.

Families to self-sufficiency and children to diploma and beyond.

Quality education + opportunity = success

JPP has demonstrated continued success and families are progressing across all five 2Gen key areas.

www.jeffcoprosperity.org
EMPLOYMENT
- JPP employment rate has increased each year.
- 69% of JPP families are currently employed.
- From 2016 to 2018, JPP families reduced their reliance of public assistance in Medicaid, food, and cash assistance due to increased wages.

"I have a full time career as an electrician... JPP has been a life changing experience for me and my family. Without JPP and a dream, none of this could have been possible."

EDUCATION
- Families have continued to complete educational degrees including GED/high school diplomas, bachelor's, and master's degrees.
- 94% of families have reported interest in continuing education to support achieving livable wage jobs.

"JPP is the reason I completed my degree. They provided me support, encouragement, tutoring, and a listening ear when I wanted to quit."

HEALTH & WELLNESS
- Increasing health and well being is the most prevalent goal after education and employment.
- 71% of JPP families are working toward a health and wellness goal.
- Health and well being is an emerging component of two generation approaches because physical and mental health have a major impact on a family's ability to thrive.

"Supporting your mental health is as important as breathing oxygen. JPP is support and guidance you can count on."

SOCIAL CAPITAL
- JPP is a community, not a program.
- Families work and learn together. Small groups have lasting impact on participant's behaviors and have helped shape current success.
- Families are expressing satisfaction and are paying it forward to other JPP families.

"JPP families are dedicated to help each other in any time of need."
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